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Under the Skin or The Body as Symbol

About the Body: Galerie Kicken Berlin brings together images from two waves of
Viennese Modernism
The photo shows a body, wrapped into a bundle with medical bandages. Günter Brus
tied “Ana” (1964) into a human ball into a position somewhere between seeking
protection and defense, photographed by Siegfried Klein. Egon Schiele formally
restrained a “Squatting Woman” (Kaurende) in his etching of 1914; her body seems
fixed. Both works are memorials to being at another’s mercy. On the occasion of Berlin
Gallery Weekend (FAZ April 29), Kicken Berlin opened a stirring exhibition. About the
Body is the fourth station in a “mixed media” series at the gallery specialized in
photography. It brings photographs together with other media; what preceded were
presentations on portraiture, abstraction, and architecture.
The body is the most frequented zone in all of art, not least in photography. Kicken,
however, dares to tread on difficult territory – Viennese Actionism. The documents of
these not infrequently violent happenings are confronted in the show not only with
photographs from the 1920s and 1930s but above all with works on paper by Gustav
Klimt and Egon Schiele. The extreme Actionists in Vienna of the 1960s heeded a
concept of riotous provocation that put the body at the center of their radical
performances. Torment inflicted on one’s own body referred to a barbarity part and
parcel to society. The protagonists were Günter Brus, Rudolf Schwarzkogler, Hermann
Nitsch, and Otto Muehl. Brus survived until today. Vienna’s Belvedere has dedicated a
comprehensive retrospective to his work (FAZ February 26). Schwarzkogler died at the
age of 28 from a fall from his Vienna apartment window; the circumstances of his death
are still unclear. Nitsch founded his controversial orgy-mystery theater; Muehl was later
sentenced to seven years in prison in Austria for pedophilia charges.
Annette Kicken has accomplished for her gallery an exhibition that leaves no viewer
cold; nothing has become outdated or harmless. It lays bare the connections between a
first twentieth-century Viennese modernism and its body images – for which Schiele
and Klimt stand with their forced, erotic female nudes – and a second modernism, as
staged by the Viennese Actionists. Annette Kicken says herself that it took her years to
recognize the aesthetic quality that the Actionists’ photographic documents possess.
Never has a show engendered such intense discussion among the gallery’s employees.
But fruitful it was, in that the photographs and drawings have not been hung according
to pure formal corresponding features; these are obvious and thus powerless. Instead,
they managed to uncover intensities of perceptions of the body that manifest
themselves in similar gestures and composition. Corporal and emotional tensions take
shape, beyond banal analogues, though sometimes with frightening beauty. The
exploration of the body is always – also – political strategy. It starts from the
imagination. (Until August 31. Prices for photographs from 14,000 to 400,000 Euro, for
works by Klimt and Schiele 26,000 to 483,000 Euro.)
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Image Captions: Günter Brus, “Ana” 1964, Photography Siegfried Klein (17 000 Euro) – Egon Schiele,
“Kauernde”, 1914, drypoint etching (26 000 Euro)
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